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January 14
Carnegie's maid : a novel

January 14
Carnegie's maid : a novel

by Marie Benedict

by Marie Benedict

An impoverished Irish immigrant takes a job
as a lady's maid in the 1860s home of
prominent businessman Andrew Carnegie,
with whom she falls in love before going
missing. By the author of The Other Einstein.
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February 11
The last castle

February 11
The last castle

by Denise Kiernan

by Denise Kiernan

Documents the story of the Gilded Age
mansion Biltmore, tracing George Vanderbilt's
construction of his spectacular estate with the
help of two famed architects and the efforts of
his bride, Edith Stuyvesant Dresser, to become
its mistress in the face of changing fortunes.
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March 11
The heart is a lonely hunter

March 11
The heart is a lonely hunter

by Carson McCullers

by Carson McCullers

A quiet, sensitive girl searches for beauty in a
small, but damned Southern town in the
1930s, as she devlops a relationship with deafmute John Singer.

A quiet, sensitive girl searches for beauty in a
small, but damned Southern town in the
1930s, as she devlops a relationship with deafmute John Singer.

April 8
Every note played : a novel

April 8
Every note played : a novel

by Lisa Genova

by Lisa Genova

A once-celebrated concert pianist who is
gradually succumbing to ALS is forced to
accept help from the estranged wife he
pushed away, a situation that forces the
couple to reconcile their past.
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couple to reconcile their past.

May 13
The poisonwood Bible : a novel

May 13
The poisonwood Bible : a novel

by Barbara Kingsolver

by Barbara Kingsolver

In 1959, Nathan Price, an evangelical Baptist
takes his wife and four daughters on a mission
to the Belgian Congo. He finds that their
traditions are no longer secure in this very
different world.
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June 10
Before we were yours : a novel

June 10
Before we were yours : a novel

by Lisa Wingate

by Lisa Wingate

Learning that her grandmother was a victim
of the corrupt Tennessee Children's Home,
attorney and aspiring politician Avery Stafford
delves into her family's past and begins to
wonder if some things are best kept secret.
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July 8
Not a sound

July 8
Not a sound

by Heather Gudenkauf

by Heather Gudenkauf

Losing her hearing in a tragic accident, nurse
Amelia Winn suffers through two years of
depression before rebuilding her life with the
help of an assistance dog, only to find herself
enmeshed in a fellow nurse's suspicious death.
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August 12
Becoming Mrs. Lewis : a novel :
the improbable love story of Joy
Davidman and C.S. Lewis

August 12
Becoming Mrs. Lewis : a novel :
the improbable love story of Joy
Davidman and C.S. Lewis

by Patti Callahan

by Patti Callahan

Novelizes the amazing life of Joy Davidman,
the unlikely New York poet and writer who
won the heart of literary legend C. S. Lewis,
and made his life all that much better.

Novelizes the amazing life of Joy Davidman,
the unlikely New York poet and writer who
won the heart of literary legend C. S. Lewis,
and made his life all that much better.

September 9
The Reckoning

September 9
The Reckoning

by John Grisham

by John Grisham

The story of a murder of a prominent
Mississippi preacher by a returning World
War II hero who confesses, but refuses to say
why he did it.

The story of a murder of a prominent
Mississippi preacher by a returning World
War II hero who confesses, but refuses to say
why he did it.

October 14
We have always lived in the castle

October 14
We have always lived in the castle

by Shirley Jackson

by Shirley Jackson

Six years after four family members died
suspiciously of arsenic poisoning, the three
remaining Blackwoods' live together in
pleasant isolation. The inhabitants of the
Rochester house wield a strange power over
their neighbors.

Six years after four family members died
suspiciously of arsenic poisoning, the three
remaining Blackwoods' live together in
pleasant isolation. The inhabitants of the
Rochester house wield a strange power over
their neighbors.

You are invited to book club!
The IPL book club meets January to October on the
2nd Monday of the month at 2pm. Books are voted
on by book club attendees. Newcomers welcome.
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